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ABSTRACT

On-line optimizing control of a simu-
lated fermentation is investigated using
a non-segregated dynamic model of aero-
bic glucose limited growth of saccharo-
myces cerevisiae. The optimization pro-
cedure is carried out with an underlying
adaptive regulator to stabilize the
culture. This stabilization is especial-
ly important during the setpoint chanr-
ges specified by the optimizing routine.
A linear ARNAX model structure is used
for the fermentation process with dilu-
tion rate as input and biomass as output
variable. The parameters of the linear
model structure are estimated using a
pseudo linear regression method with
bandpass filtering of in- and output
variables in order to ensure low fre-
quency validity of the estimated model.
An LQ-regulator is used with iterative
solution of the Riccati equation.

Simulation results illustrate the tuning
of the underlying regulator, and the
effect of perturbing the manipulated
variable with a dither signal. The re-
sults demonstrate that an optimum can be
reached smoothly in what corresponds to
about twice the effective open loop
response time. The results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the stabilizing
regulator in rejecting relatively short
duration disturbances.

1. INTRODUCTION

optimization of fermentation processes
is often carried out on continuous fer-
mentors, where the effect of changes in
parameters of the objective function may
be investigated one at a time or in
factorial experiments. In both types of
experiments it is essential to wait for
new steady state conditions before one
can insert the next set of operating
conditions. During on-line optimizing
control an objective function is maxi-
mized on-line by manipulating one or
more operating paramneters without being
forced to wait for steady state condi-
tions between experiments. Thus on-line
optuizing control is potentially a very
time saving method.

The subject of optimizing control has
been studied mainly during the last
decade, and has been reviewed by Arkun
and Stephanopoulus (1980). Bamberger
and Iserman (1978) introduced the idea
of performing estimation of a dynamic
model and using the static information
in the optimization. The basic approach
of this paper is similar but includes
also a regulator for disturbance rejec-
tion, and for tracking of the setpoint
calculated by the optimizing level.
Similar regulators were applied by Gar-
cia and Morarn (1981) and Lee and Lee
(1985). When nonlinear processes are
being optimized then the desired regula-
tor tuning may vary considerably with
the present operating point, thus either
a robust or an adaptive regulator may
advantageously be applied.

Optimizing control of continuous fermen-
tation processes has been studied by
Rolf and Tim (1984, 1985 and 1988) on a
relatively complex simulation model
(Lievense 1984), and on an experimental
fermentor. Harmon et al. (1985 and 1987)
uses a simpler simulation model, as does
Golden and Ydstie (1987).

In the present paper the tuning of a
siso optimizing algoritbh on a simu-
lated fermentation process is studied by
usinq filtering and a variable input
perturbation. The optimization is ini-
tiated on either side of the optimAl
dilution rate in order to investigate
the performance of the optimization
under these very different dynamic con-
ditions. Furthermore the behaviour to-
wards different types of disturbances is
investigated.

2 OPTIMEZATION CRITERION AND PROCESS

A simple optimization formulation for a
biomass producing continuous fermenta-
tion is to maximize an objective func-
tion of the following form:

Nax J = DX -cDS0
D

(1)
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subject to:

Dmin < D < Dax
YS = G uS + d

(2a)

(2b)

where y is a scaled biomass X and u a
scaled dilution rate D. Clearly the
scaling of the input and output only
becomes significant when these variables
are vectors. The optimization problem
may be solved for the (steady state)
optimum u using eq. (2b) to substitute
the biomggt in eq. (1). In practice
several more constraints may apply, and
the limits of the constraints may be
variable, e.g. due to the limited Oxygen
uptake capacity where an increase in S
would demand a decrease in the obtaina-
ble Dmax.

The yeast fermentation process is model-
led using an eigth order model developed
by Lievense (1984). The model is able to
describe the Crabtree effect of yeast
metabolism. The steady state gain depen-
dence of dilution rate is shown in fi-
gure la, and the objective function
dependence of the dilution rate is shown
in figure lb. Clearly the steady state
gain drops to very low values for dilu-
tion rates between 6 and 12% higher than
the optimum value. The biomass is as-
sumed measured measured every 6 min T.
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Figure 1: Dilution rate dependence, for
S =10 g/l, of:
a? the objective function, and b) the
static gain.

Figure 2: Amplitude frequency function
for linearized model (full line), and
for estimated ARmAX model with n
n%=nc=l (broen line) . a) D 0l.25 R
wh=- 0.1 h ,a~d wSp 10h
b5'hD =045hch =10 h and
wcp=20.h

Optimization is attempted starting from
both ends of the range of allowed dilu-
tion rates. The locally linear dynamics
are illustrated by the amplitude fre-
quency functions shown in fig. 2a-b for

biomass over dilution rate. Note the low
frequency resonnance peak at the lower
dilution rate, this effect is even more

pronounced at lower dilution rates. Note
also that the corner frequency decreases
with increasing dilution rate, for the
two cases shown.

3. METHODS

The optimization control hierachy is
illustrated in figure 3 (last page). The
hierachy contains three levels. Since
both the upper and lower levels depend
upon the middle, this middle level is
described first. At the middle level the
parameters of an ARMAX model for the
fermentation process are estimated:

A(q1)y(t) = B(q 1)u(t)+C(q _)e(t) (3)

A(q-') = 1 + ag1 + ..@ + aqnaq-l -l -~~~na
B (q ) = b1q- + ,... + bnq-n
C(q1 ) = 1 + c1q-1+*l* + cq nc

Bandpass filtered values of process
input and output are used for the esti-
mation. The lowpass filter IP is a
fourth order Butterworth filter, and the
highpass filter HP has the simple first
order transfer function:

1 - z_1 (4)
1 - kz (

It is quite important to use filters in
order to reduce bias in the parameter
estimation and thereby obtain reliable
estimation of the process dynamics
(Ljung 1987) over the desired relatively
wide frequency range. Reliable estimates
of low frequency dynmics are needed
when performing optimizing control, and
similarly for the higher frequencies in
order to perform satisfactory stabi-
lizing control at the lowest control
level. Amplitude functions obtained for
one ARMAX model in figure 2a-b is seen
to represent the linear process dynamics
reasonably well, but note that different
filters were necessary at the two opera-
ting points. The parameter bias frequen-
cy distribution depends, as shown by
Ljung (1987), upon the experimental
design parameters (VT ), such as; The
filters, the sampling interval and the
perturbation signal. Assume that the ac-
tual system can be described by the
linear model:

y(t) = G0(q)u(t) + H0(g)e(t)
iwT ~~iwT

= G(eWT)u(t) + H%( e )e(t)

Where G and H are transfer functions, i
the complex operator, w the angular
frequency, and e(t) discrete time random
noise. Estimating the parameters of a
modelstructure, while prefiltering both
the in- and outputs with the filter
L(q), then:
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y(t.) G(ein iw)U(t)+T(eiwT,)e(t) (5T
where 0 is the parameter vector, and
G ,H the identified transfer functions.
il tiie nubser of data uswed is N, then,
as the nuxber of data goes towards infi-
nity, the parameters will converge for a
one step p;ediction method towards the
estimates 0:

*arg fin5 (eiT)hG, (eiT9Q(w, e*)dw

iu(w) IL(eil)1 2
Q(Wfe) = - t (aiwTA2 (6)

A =* (w) is the spectral density of the
i}put signal. Eq. (6) expresses the
weighting of different frequencies upon
the converged parameter estimates. Thus
this frequency weighting may be influen-
ced by the choice of input signal and
the filtering. In this investigation a
PRES signal is applied, which has a
nearly flat spectrum, thus only the
perturbation amplitude and the filtering
affect the frequency range of the para-
meter estimation.

The parameter estimation is performed
using a one step EELS with a variable
forgetting factor, which is allowed to
vary between 0.8 and 1 . 0, using the
method of Ydstie (1982). The method uses
also Biermans (1977) factorization of
the covariance matrix. An important
tuning parameter for the variable for-
getting factor algorithm is product of
the estimation horizon length N and the
expected measurement variance. khis pro-
duct W must be selected such that the
paramet3iq estimation is able to reduce
the forgetting factor and thus allow new
information, when available, to affect
the estimates. When no new information
is available, ie. the a priori pre-
diction error is zero then no forgetting
of old data takes place.

At the lowest control level stabilizing
control is carried out, by means of a
feedback loop. This loop is designed
with a LQ controller, which minimizes
the objective function:

Tstab Z (t+N) Qyz (t+N) +
N-i T
sz (t+i)Q,z(t+i) + uT(t+i)Quu(t+i) (7)

with z (t)s(y(t)-y(t-1),y(t-l)-y(t-2), .*

y (t-na+1) -y (t-na),, U (t-1) -Uref 0 *

u(tnb)uef)
The effect of using incremental outputs
is to allow low frequency variation of
the output, whereas the low frequency
behavior of the input is comletely

determined by u . Thus this controller
is able to reji86 medium and high fre-
quency disturbances.

A norminisal state representation is
used for the low level controller design:

z (t+l) = Az(t) + Bu(t) (8)
where, for nra nbb 3, the matrices are:

a1 a2 a3 b2-b1 b3-b2 -b3

0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 00 0 0 0

0 O 0 1 0 0

9 0 0 1 Q

B s

l1i
0

Further details of estimation and con-
trol calculations are given in Brabrand
and Jorgensen (1988).

The optimization is carried out at the
the upper level. The steady state rela-
tionship eq. (2a), which is used as a
constraint for the optimization, is
derived from the ARMAX model in eq. (3):

y=m G(l)u8 + d

where G(1) (1A-)1(1)
d = yw - G(1)uw

(9)

(9a)
(9b)

As working point Y u, the lowpass
filtered values of the Actual in- and
outputs are used in determination of an
estimate of the constant tem d. The
gain estimate may become uncertain if
the process gain is very low, therefore
the static gain estimate is limited to:

-100 < G(1) < 0
If G(1)>0 then the lower limit is used.

The optimization problem, eq.'s (1 and
2b) is solved explicitly. The determined
optimal value is constrained to:

0.0 < t < 0.6opt
The maximally allowed step length is
limited to=_ . The desired new value
for the dilUl on rate is the reference
value, u , for the input of the sta-
bilizing rLgulator. This value is con-
strained according to eq. 2a. The opti-
mal solution is evaluated every Topt h.

Since the optimization is based upon the
static gain and the constant term d, the
accuracy of these estimates is impor-
tant. The process may be far from the
optimum during the initial phase of the
optimization, or when the behaviour of
the fermentation or of the inputs has
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shifted. Thus in order to obtain reason-
ably accurate parameter estimates the
perturbation level 'is allowed to vary
according to the difference between the
calculated optimal value t and the
actual u. This difference is°&nstrained
as follows:

0.1 < itopt - UW12.85 < 1.0 (10)

The perturbation amplitude is set to a
value defined by this constrained frac-
tion multiplied by the maximal pertuba-
tion amplitude amax.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The procedure followed in performing
optimizing control on a simulated conti-
nuous yeast fermentation is as follows.

Ib

I I

I

2S

'ax4

,As t

- ~~~zt
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Figure 4: Optimizing control transient
sttrting from steady operation at D=0.25
h . a) The perturbed dilution rate.
b) The biomass concentration y and U5t
c) Estimates for the static gain G aR d.
d) ARMAX parameter estimates.
Parameter values: 1T -=0.2 h, c=O,

AU = 0.l, h5 °= 0.0125 h
ama =0.0h- W_
w =l.0 h1 a _cw 2
QchE 0.1, =u 5.0. ncP3 cly un~ag=a ncl

Figure 5: Optimilzing control transient
starting from steady operation at DN0.35
h . Parameters shown in text of Fig. 4.

With the process operating around a
steady state, the two lower levels of
the optimiz'ing control hierachy are
activated in the following way: First
the manipulated variable is perturbed
with a pseudo random binary signal,
generated by the estimation package,
with an amplitude of a. .. After lo
hours, the optmization ci&ulations are
initiated every T hour, here the
perturbation amplit88 is varied accor-
ding to the distance from the calculated
optimum .

Two sets of results are presented in
figures 4 and 5, where the optimization
is initiated at either side of the optil
mal dilution rate, which is 0.303 hr1
when the substrate concentration is S =
10 g/l. In both cases the optimization
strategy is able to bring the process
close to the optimal value around 60
hr's after initiation of the optimiza-
tion. In both cases an oscillatory ap-
proach of the dilution rate towards the
optimal value is seen in fig.'s 4a and
5a. The oscillation is followed by a
slow transient approach towards the
optimal value. A closer inspection of
the estimated gain and constant term,
reveals however significant differences
between the two optimizations. In figs.
4a-d the optimum is first overestimated
significantly, as seen in fig. 4b. While
the dilution rate is being increased,
the optimum is evaluated close to the
correct value around 50 hours, and the
pertubations are reduced to their mini-
mum, and the d'ilution rate is decreased.
While the dilution rate is 6-12% above
the optimal value the static process
gain is very low, as seen on fig. lb.
This low gain is probably why the static
gain estimate reaches a minimum around
60 h. From this point on the estimates
behaves very smoothly. Note that the
overshoot in dilution rate between 40
and 50 h, results in an undershoot in
biomass.

When the optimization is started from
above, the process has to pass through
the region with very low static gain as
seen in fig. lb. In fig. 5c it is clear-
ly seen that the estimation is able to
detect the low static gain, with some
delay though. When the gain estimate
starts to deviate from the lower limit
of -100, it is seen to be rather uncer-
tain and oscillates between small nega-
tive values and the lower limit just
before 40 h. This uncertainty is also
seen in the calculated optimum. These
variat'ions give rise to perturbations
which are close to the maximal value.
The parameter estimates and the static
gain and constant term estimates there-
after converge smoothly as the process
approaches the optimum.

With the chosen strategy the above re-
sults illustrate that while the process
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is relatively far from the optimum, the
approach towards the optimum is limited
by the maximally allowed step size in
the optimization. The oscillatory ap-
proach towards optimum is caused by the
delay in estimation of the process gain.
The maximally allowed optimization step
size may be reduced with resulting de-
creasing amplitude of the oscillations,
this will naturally also slow down the
approach towards optimum.

In the above simulations the model order
was selected to n = n = 3. This model
order renders it Dossi5le to perform the
optimization both from above and below
the optimal dilution rate. Lower model
orders does not converge from above. A
model order of three is similar to the
result obtained by Andersen and J0rgen-
sen (1988) concerning identification of
fermentation dynamics on the same simu-
lation model, using multiple measure-
ments.

The effect of using the stabilizing
regulator is illustrated in figures 6-8.
In Figure 6 the optimization is started
from above the optimal dilution rate, as
in Fig. 5, only now Q, = 0; thus the
stabilizing regulation is deactivated.
The effect hereof is clearly seen in a
doubling of the duration of the oscilla-
tory part of the approach to the optimal
value. The medium frequency disturbance
rejection ability of the stabilizing
regulator thus is very beneficial for
the optimizing control. In Figure 7 and
8 a one hour pulse disturbance in the
substrate concentration from 10 to 20
g/l is introduced at t = 70 h. The
stabilizing controller is active in
Figure 7, but not in Figure 8. The ef-
fect of the stabilizing controller is
clearly seen in that after an initial
transient period of around 50 h, the
fermentor is stabilized near the optimal
value in Fig. 7. In contrast in Fig. 8
it is difficult for u to recover from
the lower bound, anAegnly around 150 h
after the disturbance is the fermentor
approaching the optimal operating point.

0.Z

I .
Ca CS1 MS GM am ta t9_A&*_bGASnor

>iI /<\fl ~ Parmeters as showna
.' :rintext of Fig. 4,

Ia / Uexcept Qy = 0.

3m ) a) reference dilution rate uref.
b) biomass concentration y.
c) objective functilon.

2

Figure 6: optimizing control transient
starting from steady operation at D=0.35 b

Figure 7-8: Optimizing control transient
sttrting from steady operation at D=0.35
h . A 10 g/l pulse disturbance of 1 h
duration is introduced at 70 h in sub-
strate concentration S
Curves as in Fig. 6. PRrameters as shown
in text of Fig. 4, except Fig. 8 where
Qy- 0.

The ability to adapt to constant changes
in the substrate concentration is demon-
strated in Fig. 9, where a doubling of
the substrate concentration occurs at t =

100 h. The objective function reaches
the neighbourhood of the optimum relati-
vely fast, some 30 h after the step
change.

The sensitivity towards measurement
noise, depends upon the applied filter
corner frequencies and the value of the
expected standard dev'iation of the
noise, ie. W . In Figure 10 the effect
of a 10 mg/4ieasurement noise on the
biomass measurement is illustrated. With
the increased noise level the parameter
estimates becomes more noisy as well,
this also affect the estimates of the
static gain and the constant term, these
values in turn affect the determination
of ur , which is clearly more oscilla-
toryreft fig. 10a, than on fig. 4b. The
effect of the noise, appart from the
obviously increased noise level, is a
slightly increased response time. The
optimum is determined reasonably well
both after the initiation of the transi-
ent and after the doubling of the sub-
strate concentration.
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Figure 9: Optimiz ing control transient
st¶rting from steady operation at D=0.35
h . A 10 g/1 step increase in sub-
strate concentration S is introduced at
100 h. Curves as in Fi8.6. Parameters as
shown in text of Fig.4.

Figure 10: Optimizing control transient
st¶rting from steady operation at D=0.25
h * A biomass measurement noise with 10
mg/l standard deviation is introduced. A
10 g/l step increase in substrate con-
centration S is introduced at 100 h.
Curves as in Pig.6. Parameters as shown
in text of Fig.4.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The behavour of optimizing control on a
simulated yeast fermentation is investi-
gated over a practically reasonable
operating range. Despite large varia-
tions in process gain it is possible to
achieve convergence to the optimal value
of the objetive function within a couple
of open loop response times. The beha-
viour of the optimizing algoritm
towards medium and low frequency distur-
bances in substrate concentration is
most satisfactory. The algorithm also
performs satisfactorily in the presence
of measurement noise.

The applied optimiz'ing strategy consists
of a three level structure with a lower
level containing a stabillizing regula-
tor. This stabilizing regulator rejects
medium and high frequency disturbances
and thereby enables the optimizing con-
troller to reach the optimal level fa-
ster than without the regulating effect.
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Figjure 3: Three level optimizilng control
hierachy. LP is a fourth order Butter-
worth lowpass f'ilter. Hp is a first
order high pass filter (eq.4).
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